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A general method is developed with which various theorems on the mean square con- 
vergence of functionals of branching random walks are proven. The results cover exten- 
sions and generalizations of classical central imit analogues as well as a result of a differ- 
ent type. 
age-dependent branching processes 
t 
I 
decomposable multitype Galton-Watson processes 
1 Lb Introductisn 
Consider a branching random walk, i.e. a Galton-Watson process 
z,, q, *** with offspring distribution {Q} on which we superimpose the 
addition&l structure of random walk on the line. A particle whose parent 
is at x moves to x * y9 and tlhe y’s of different particles are i.i.d. with 
common distribution function 
00 
c1= s x dG[.x), -- 00 
and for any Bore1 set W define 
00 
02= J x2 dG(x), --od 
of particles m the nth generation locate 
as first conjecture arris [9, p. ‘75 ] that in the supercritical case 
15 
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m= Zjflj > l,mefs ZJJ -=, rrp + (c;dn)y ] ) should converge in prohah- 
ility for any y to @Q)IV, where as usual 
IV=lim (mvn ZJ. 
n 
Since then a number of papers1 ( [ 101, [ 141, [ 15 11, [ 19 3) have appeared 
resolving this conjecture and generalizing it considerably. 
In an earlier paper [ 11 the a’bove problem, and some: of its generaliza- 
tions and related problems, was studied from the It2 ,;xTint of view. In 
this work we present a different technique, which is useful in attacking 
Harris’ conjecture and related ]pmblems. In particular we are able to 
settle Harris’ conjecture assuming cxnly that the underlying Galton- 
Watson process satisfies the well-known ‘j log j” condition, i.e. 
Xi log j pi < 00, and even to get a.s. convergence under only slightly 
stronger conditions. Also, our technique works equally well in various 
related situatiojns. To demonstrate this, we give a local limit theorem 
for branching random walks and a limit result in continuous timr= for a 
branching diffusion, i.e. a Bellman-Harris process, where the particles 
move independently according to standard Brownian motion. I%e re- 
sults will be fullly stated in Section 2 and the set-up more fully explained 
in Sections 2 and 3. Section 3 also outlines the method of proof, while 
Section ‘4 gives the details in discrete time and Section 5 in continuou.s 
time. 
2. Statement of results 
For the branching random walk, we make the following assumptions 
throughout: 
W 
s x dG(x) = 0, 
- :10 
W 
J x2 dG(x) = l* 
-00 
(2.2) 
=l, an (2.3) 
is not crucia t convenient since o 
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one has to keep qualifying ‘on the set of explosion’. Also, (2.2) is just 
an appropriate scaling and (2.3) is no restriction in view of the additiv- 
ity and translation properties of the process. 
Theorem 1. Let yn 
(2.1)-(2.3), 
= (+,/n)y + 0(+,/n). Then, under the assumptions 
m-’ zfl(l-~,ynl) -% W.fl We 
If furthermore 
(2 l 4) 
for some 6 > 0, then the convergence in (2.4) holds a.s. 
Theorem 2. Assume in addition to (2.1)-(2.3) that G is non-lattice, 
--oo 
and that 00 
c j (log jy3/2)- pi < - 
j=2 
forsomee>O.Then,,for-=<a<b<y 
(27rn)l12 m-l7 Z, <[a, tr]) % (b - a) W. 
The assumptions on G are needed only so that an 
the central limit theorem can be applied. 
Our assum:ptions on {Pi) are much weaker than 
(2-V 
appropriate form of 
any we I<nsw of and 
not far from being the weakest one could hope for. E.g., in Theorem 1 
the case z\i (10gj) pi = += is not reatlbIl interesting since then a different 
norming is needed. 
We consider now the continuous-time case. Let {Z,),, o denote a 
Bellman-Harris process evolving from one particle of age 0 at t = 0. A 
particle whose parent was at x at its tn”.me of birth. moves until it dies 
3ng to a standard rownian mo,cion starting at x. The motions of 
different particles are assumed independ t, and, as above:, Z,(B) dl:notes 
number of particles at time t in EP(a 
F is non-lattice and F(0) = 0. (2-Q 
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The Malthutiian parameter cy is defined as the unique solution at the equa- 
tion mj’r e-&J’ d!‘(y) = 1. It has recently been proved [3] that, under 
(2.1) and (2.6), ?V = lim, (e -art Z,} exists as. and P[ W > 0] = 1. 
Theorem 3. Assume in nddition to (2.1) and (2.6) that El:2 j2pI < 0~. 
Then for arzy Borel set B with IaBl = 0, 
emart Z+++/t)B) 3 
and for any boundled Bore1 set B with I&& = 0, 
(2.rrt)1’2 cart Z,(B) a.s, IBI W. 
(2.7) 
(2.8j 
Here 
IBI = 1 d.~ = the Lebesgue measure of B, 
B 
i3B = the boundary of B. 
Though the assumptions on B are formulated slightly differently, 
(2.7) and (2.8) are close analogues to Theo1 ems 1 and 2. This follows by 
standard facts on weak convergence. For a ljranchling diffusion, it is 
possible to some extent to dispense with tha: hypothesis laBI = 0, and 
also the second moment hypothesis on (pi) may be weakened to condi- 
tions corresponding to those of the discrete case for a large class of 
lifetime distributions containing e.g. the exponential distribution. For 
partial results in these directions, set Lemmas 5 and 10 of Section 5. 
Several generalizations of Theorem 3 suggest themselves. Thus one 
would expect he proportion of particles in B, which are of age at most 
X, to tend to A(X), where A is the stable age distribution [3]. We Ihave 
formulated our lemmas in sufficient generality to deal with this case as 
well, while we feel that the details of the argument are a straightforward 
combination of the methods of the g:tresent paper and of [3 ]I. Ah, there 
is no difficulty in modifying the Rrownian motion, say by considering a 
more general stable process or by allowing an absorbing barrier. Proces- 
re studied in [ 5 ] Il [ 1, [ 171 9 f20] with methods 
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3. Preliminaries and outline of proofs 
‘We now return to discrete time. Following the notation in [ 9, ch. 51, 
we denote any particle in the flth generation by in = (i, i2 . . . i,). Let z,&) 
denote the number of descendants of ik at time n 2 k and Xin the position 
of in. Then 
‘in = xGI i, . . . in-l) + ‘i ’ n 
where Yin is the displacement of i;t . Thus the Yin are i.i.d, with law G. 
Fern> l,l.et 
servation is that under (2.3) the law of Xin conditioned upon 
9, is G,, the nfh convolution of G. 
We introduce some more notation. Zn(ik ; B) (k G n) denotes the num- 
ber of descendants of ik at time II in B. and we let , 
Wn(ik) = ,-‘n-k’ z,(i,), 
H,,(ik;B) = m- , ‘“-k’Zn(ik;B) . 
It follows from the additivity property of the branching process that, 
for k < yt, 
&#?) = c z,(i,;B), 
ik 
(3-l) 
where xik extends over all zk particles in the kth generation. Conditione 
upon CD k, .the random variables on the right-hand side of (3.1) are inde- 
pendent, and the law of&&; B) is that ofzn _ k(B - G)), where B - u =: 
{b - o I b E B} and w =Xik. For each n we choose an integer kn < n. 
then obtain the following r presentation from (3.1), which is basic in 
proof of Theorem 1: 
-OO,ynI)=An +Bn * Wk n (3.2) 
where 
4l = m-4 k,J 
The idea is now to chooti.: k, with kn + m srah that both A, and & be- 
come small. For Ara we use a.n inequality of Kurtz [ 312 J , while the ;c~Ay~ 
sis of Bn essentially reduces to a study of the mean-value functio:I of the 
process. 
For Theorem 2, a similar argument works since WG are able to obtain 
a representation analogous to t3.Z) for (2?rn)li2 mWn Zn ([a, b]). Also, 
for the branching diffusion a similar rep l esentation will yield conver- 
gence in probability The a.s. con’/ergence proof is, however, more com- 
plicated sinze we are dealing with a conCinuum of random variables. How- 
ever, the metho of proof outlined will give the a.s. convergence for t 
restricted to lattices of the form {ns}, y1 = 0, 1, . . . . with 6 > 0 rational. 
Some technical arguments are then used to push the convergence to the 
whole line. An i ea similar to this was used in [ 31. 
4. Proofs: discrete time 
‘We start by giving two preliminap technical lemmas. : 
emma 1 o Let X,, . . . . Xn be independent random variables with mean 0 
such that 
for a distribution Q on [b, - [ with finite mean. Then, for 6 > 0, 
where 
pdQ(x) +n-’ 
n 
, 
‘n-1 
W) 
c. 
.& 1 
00 00 
17 ‘A n - ’ F (x - n) de(x), e == s (x - n) de(x). 
;2 
RW n large, TJ < e < S and by taking q(u) = ,“z in [ 12, Theorem (3.1 ,;(a)] 
;.t :hen follows that 
<(4(26-q)-2+1>jn du 
+ n-l Ix2 &Q(x 
n 0 
(4.2) 
To obtain (4.1) we need only to modify c such that (4.2) holds for all n 
and replace S by 3 6. Finally, the last part of’ the lemma follows from 
1% n f dQ(x) < lim TX dQ(x) = 0, 
n n * n 
iiiii n-l 
n 
rx2 d&(x) = lim Sx(n- lxIfX ( .I) dQ(x) = 0, 
0 n 0 
where we have used the dominated coklvergence theorem. 0 
Lemma 2. Let Zo, Z,, . . . be a supercritical C’alton- Wa tson process with 
offspring distribution (pi) and mean m = El: oj pi. Define 
M = sup (m-nZn}. 
n 
Then fiJr cy 2 0, 
E(M(log+ M)“} < 00 
if and only if 
in [ 111, whe.re also 
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is proven under the assumption Zj(log j) pi < 00. Thus for cy > 0 i’s fol- 
lows upon integration by parts that {M(log+ M)“) < * if E{W(log+ W)Q}<~ 
and also the converse is clear. Fiinally in [a] E{ W(log+ W)“} < 00 is proved 
t0 be equivalent o Cj(log j)l ‘“Pi < cm. 0 
We now start the proof of Theorem 1 by choosing p with 0 C 6 < 1 
such that fi-- r< l+eandnextur>CIsuchthat~ar(~-l-l)> l.Forj 
integer and @fl G yt < (/ + 1@3 we then set k, = aj = [icy]. 
Lemma 3. lilm, B, = 0 a.s. without conditions on {Pi). 
Proof. By thle standard central limit theorem 
D, = 
__S<UxP<_I’(~~~)-Gn-kn(~)l 
tends to 0 as yt + 00. Furthermore, 
IBJ = I nrkn c CC,_ ir (yn - Xik ) -- @(y)) %l w IO I 
/&k,l 
<Crnmkn C - 
‘kn 4 8.~1 - k,) 
+Wk Dn+Wk n n l*6’,/~@-k,))-@(Y)I, 
where &’ is a suitable constant. The last inequality follows from elemen- 
tary calculus. Thus in view of the definition of kn it suffices to show 
that 
Ej = m_al’C i-a’2p(Xi, 1 
'LZj j 
tends to 0 AS j + 00, But this follows by standard arguments, since 
03 00 
c 
j=1 
w~a~l I F&I 
3 / 
W 
= 22 j-Q/2@ at/2 < 00 
I 
a.s. q 
j=l 
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The proof of Theorem 1 is completed by 
Lemma 4. (a) Zt j) Pi < 00 * A, J-+ 0. 
(b) Z” j=2 j(l~g~)~+~p j < -A,-%Q_ 
Proof. Since W > 0 a.s., also inf {m+ Z,} > 0 as. and thus we may replace 
An bY 
%I =Z-’ C kn ikn 
(wn(jk 
n 
;] *-O”y J’,]) - E[W,(ik 
n 
; 1-001 J’nII’I)* 
Obviously w, (jk,; ] -=, 
thus than M = supn (m 
yn ] ]r is stochastically smaller than Wn _ k, and 
en Z,>. Consequently xn is of the same form as 
In in Lemma 1, where we can take Q as the law of M + (M). Clearly, 
Q possesses the same moments as M. It then follows from Lemmas 1 
and 2 that P[]Xn] > 6 ] cdkn] -+ 0 for Zj(log j)pj C 00, proving the first 
part of the lemma. 
‘To prove a.s. convergence, we note that from Lemma 1, 
00 
GU s x(log+ x)(~‘@ - 1 dQ(x), 
0 
where !I< 00 a.s.. The last inequality follows by elementary but tedious 
calculus from the fact that sup(m-“Pzk,) < 00, inf(m-i’P&,} > 0 as. 
FinaYy, the last expression is finite a.s. if and only if Ej(log j)‘“pj < 00 
(Lemma 2), so that the extended Borel-Cantelli lemma [ 13, p. 15 1 I 
completes the proof. 0 
The proof of Theorem 2 follows along similar lines. e shall not carry 
out all the details but only indicate the main modifications needed. We 
use the following expansion similar to (3.2): 
(2nn)‘l’ rnmn &$[a, b]) = n + B, + W,,(b - a), 
ere 
An 
= (27pn)lj2 m- kn ; Cap bl))I 
“kn 
iwn(ik n ; [a, bl> - {‘n(“k n , 
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B,, = ?f2-kn c E((27r12)“~ w,(ik,; [G, 61) - (b - a)}. 
‘kn 
To define kn I) we first choose /3 such that 0 < p < 1 and that ifl- 1 < 3 + E 
and next Q! > 0 such that ar(fl- 1 - 1) > 1. We set kn = aj = []a] for 
i*@ G ?2 < 0’ -I- l)Ork Thus kn is of magnitude I@ and that An tends to 0 
as. follows along the lines of the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 4 by appeal- 
ing to [ 12, Theorem (3.1)(a)]. To deal with Bn, we proceed as follows: 
IB,l = mwkn I c ((27#‘2 {G, k ‘b-xfk ) ikn - n n 
% k - n ca - xik )I - cb - a)) n I 
-(b-a) I + wknD n 
X2 
G nt -kn C -!!!I_ 
ik n-&, 
“,,D,j 
n 
where L$ is non-random and tends to 0. Here we have used the extended 
central ilmit theorem [ 8, p. 2 lo] for the first inequality and elementary 
calculus for the second. Thus in view of the definition of kn it suffices to 
show that 
tends to 0 as j + =. ut this follows from 
oafs: Continuous time 
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We introduce first some notatian. ((ai, yi); i = 1, . . . . 2,) is the chart of 
ages ani positions of the particles alive at time t. Let 9,, CD, be the o-al- 
gebras containing the information up to time t on the Bellman-HaAs 
process (including the Qi), respectively on the whole branching diffusion 
(that is, in addition also on the yi). By the additivity properties of the 
process we may write for any Bore1 set B and st < t, 
z 
St 
Z,(B) = z zt st (ai, Yi; B), 
izi - 
61) 
where Zt_st (ai, yi; B) is the number of descendants at time t in .R of the 
ifh particle alive at time St. We let 
w t_ st(ap Yii B) = e-a(t-st) Z,_,t(Qi, yi; B), 
Mt s (ai, Yi;B) = ECW,_st(ai, Yi;B) I QqI, -t 
Mt_sttai) = EIWt_st(ai) I cD,f’ 
. 
Here e.g. eQ(t-St) M, st _ (ai) is the expected number of particles alive at 
time t - st in a Bellman-Harris process, where the original particle was 
Of age &Zi at t = 0. We get the following expansion similar to (3.2): 
(2at)112 eeQt Z,(B)=A, +B, +Ct, (5.2) 
where 
% 
A, = (2nt)‘12 e -ast C {Wt st(ap yi; B) -Mt_st(ai, Yi;B)Iy 
i=f - 
% 
B t = e-lrst C ((2nt)“2 M, st(ai, yi;B) - 1 Bi M,_st(~i)), - i=l 
Ct = IBI eBmarst C Mt_s,(ai)* 
i=l 
y taking k” = n6 (6 > 0), it now follows that 
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Lemma S, .For any S 3 0 and any bounded Bore/i 
(2T,u5)lf2 ,--rxnS Z,,(B) =+ 131 W. 
The p.roof is very similar to the ones cf Sectior 
fied fact ‘Khat 
!lar( W, _ St ,(a y,; B) I Qst)) G C i? 
for some constant C< ~0, it follows that 
/! 
I 
ret B, 
4. Using the easily veri- 
and thus that lim, A,, = 0 a.s. To handle Bnd and C’ns, we need the fol- 
lowing two lemmas, which are formulated in greater generality than need- 
ed at present: 
Lemma 6. For airy two bounded measurable functions g, h, 
z,(Q,y;R) 
E Z s(ai) hC,Yi) 
i=l 
) 
where ty is standard Brownian motion starting from y. 
I,emma 6 is clear once it is observed that the distribution ofyi condi- 
tioned upon 9, is that of 5,Q)s In particular, if g = li and h = &, then 
Mt__st(ai, yi;B) =M, 
s (ai) PISyl(t - St) e Bg, - t . 
and since Mt _ St (ai) G C < 00, the argument iiyl the proof of Theorem 2 
can be repeated verbatum to yield lim, Bn6 = 0 a.s. 
Before stating our next lemma, we introduce some notation. Let 
-W = j eWQJ’(l - F’(y)) dy {e-oy(l - F(y)) dy, 
Cl I 0 
F (x) _ H;(a + X) - J;‘(G -- 
rl 1 - F(a)---” 
V(x) = m ear* (1 -F(x))- 1 J edaYdF@) = m [ e-&J’ dFx (Y)~ 
x 0 
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Also, for g measurable, bounded and positive, 
M,(a, 9) = cat K,(a, g3. 
Lemma 7. Let g(x) (1- F(x)) eeoIx be directly Riemann integral? . Then 
% 
lim emaSt 
t--*00, t-q+= 
C M,._st(ai, g) 
i=l 
J g(x) dA(x) a.s. 
0 
Proof. In the usual way one can show that K,(a, g) satisfies 
K&a, 8) =g(a + t)(I-F,(O) + m ~Kt_,(O,g) dF,(u) (5.3) 
0 
and consequently by the renewal theorem [4, p. 1471) 
lim M,(O, g) = nl l-g(x) &A(x). (5.4) 
t-+m 
0 
It follows from (5.3) and (5.4) that 
lim sup 
t+= a ( 
IM, (a, g) - n1 ViIa) [g(x) M(x)1 
0 1 
= 0. (5.5) 
Also it is well-known [3] that 
1 
4 
lim eDQt C y1r V(ai) = W a.s.. 
t-+- i=l 1 
The lemma follows from (5.5) and (5.6). 0 ,L. 
IBy taking g = 1, it follows that lim, Cns = W]B] a.s., completing the 
proof of Lemma 5. Cl 
he added generality of emmas 6 and 7 allows us to prove 
with no extra difficulty the following variants of Lemma 5: 
. Let g satisfy the esis cf Lemma 7. 
g(ai:) l{.vieB) 
I 
= w IBI Jg(x) 
0 
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Variant 2. Let h be any meawrable positive bounded jknction such that 
J”,x2 h(x) dx < ~3. Then for any 6 ‘=, 0, 
The assumption f_“,x2 h(x) dx < 00 is needed to show lim, B,, = 0 a.s. 
We are now ready to complete the: proof of (2.8). Let e > 0, and de- 
fine 
Be = {x 1 x E B, p(x, aB) >p e}, 
Be =(x 1 p(x, B)G e:, 
where aB is the boundary of B and 
p(X; A) = inf Iy - xl 
YEA 
for ainy Bore1 set A. Also, we let 
is9 = sup If,(t)l. 
OGtG6 
Note tha.lit 
\im IB,I = lim lBEl = IBI 
* --P 0 f-,0 
if IMI = 0. 
Lemma 8 . lim 
t 
{(2nt)“2 eeQt Z @)I 2 W IBI a s 
t , . . 
Proof. Let 6 > 0, and for i = 1, . . . . Zns(B,? define An i to be the event 
that for all t E [n6, (n + 1)6] there is at least one pakicle in the Pine of 
descent initiated by i in B. Clearly, 
for all t E [n6, (n + 1 )S] . As above, it follows that 
z,, 6 (4) 
n,i 
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Furthermore, 
P[A, J > , I?[/$ 8 i 1 i does not split before t] 2 P[l#) G t’]. 
ZrzS (4) 
lim ((2nt)1’2 2 (B)} 2 emars lim (27rn6) eearnS 
t t n f 
2 ‘[A,2 i3 , 
I 
> eecu6 IBJ ~P[tm g 4 9 
a& the conclusion follows by letting first 6 and then E tend to 0. 0 
The proof of (2.8) is now completed by 
Lemma 9. lim, {(2nt)1’2 Cot Z,(B)) G W IBI a.3. 
Proof. Let 6 > 0, and define & (ai, yi; B) as the total number of particles 
that ever enter B before time t =;; (II + 116 in the line of descent initiated 
by a particle of age ai and position yi at time t = n6. Then for 
tE [n&(n+1)6], 
ancl since VaP(& (ai, yi; B)) G C < ~0, it follows as above that 
Z,& 
IEG ((2Wt)1’2 eWart Z,(B)} G lG 
t Iz 
(2di)1~2 ewan6 C z6(ai,jvi;B)’ i=l I 
i 
Z,6 
= linm (2nn6)112 ewarnb 
n 
Jq E{z6 (ai, Yi $)I 9 -_ 
I 
(5.7) 
TO deal with this last express 
EG$(a,,,yi;B)I g 1 +ClF,i(‘) 3 
IzJa,,, yi;B)) g ~2 [EC’) ’ PO’i9 ‘)I9 
where cl, c2 are clonstants. Thus for E > 0, 
%& (4) 
i=l 
~0 N+ l+?,+plett+ ,~, A+m+m+m ] #raP+Ale++ +m ~tl+..+ ## 
,+.t E ! Z++(% ,v+: In) < ~+~ 
++l + 
Plti+) > +~, +, #)I 
(wllePe B + ++ R ~ B++.~, It is not ditTtculi to mhow thmt 
l~,(+i) (I ,. M++)) e ++++  if+i.+ + +) .  ~+++~)) + ++ 
Is directly Ri+tllmtltl t,te+rmble .t|d thai 
f,v a PI~(~) > 00', #11 d+v < ~+ 
l~,I.'+, it l'oIlow+ from Dt+ol+'m It|ml'tl.+i~le h+etiu+tllt~¢ It A, p+ I++l Ih++I 
Pt+l+ l  > "v  " , #1+, .I!)i ~ +'++ #I+v+/tl ++ 
~t+ ,l~l~eall.p to l++,i,m A ,ml H+.+mlkl ~ l w+ !my+ i~+.+ (~+?i (~o.~), 
Ihl| <(~t)  I/+ ~ '+~ 1#!} 
< W I#+I + '+~ f f  i+++ I + dA(~i + +++, I~PI|I+! > +(+J++ +if +I+++ 
0 + + 
It I~+ ~+.y In ~e~ Illal Ih~.~ wo I+l~+l illi~+~r++l+~ Im d io O +~ A + 0 Thu~ the 
,Vt¢~:'/t thai 
Th~ ¢onditio., of ttl¢ l++mm{+..+ .~ati~!h~d ira" F ,+~i+m~m|mt o+ F wi|t~ 
bounded mtpport+ It would m.¢m roa++oim~.l~ ~ha| Ih~ I+r+~ma ~hou|d 
hold with no a,mmpwion++ ~1~ F, 
condition of Lemnm !~ i+ no~: uecesr,~.r~. 
I~-! 
!i~! 
!~ 
~o@ ~ ~ ~ ~o ~ ~ ~  ~~o ~ ~-~ 
~,~., r~  @~~ ~.~ ~ ~ ~ @ ~  ~h~.~ ~, ~ .~!~m ~,~ 
